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for Honey 
who sat with me



Embodying both the ornamental and the 
everyday, the detail is decidedly feminine.

— Elizabeth Hall  
I Have Devoted My Life to the Clitoris

my little Force explodes—

— Emily Dickinson



My Body
Tells Me
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My body tells me I have no choice—or my body 

tells me—this—

is your choice—I mean

desire

This is your

life—and I am

also dying—very

softly. Or—I’m fine—

it’s fine. Anyway 

I am pretty—hungry 

for nothing
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In the ocean—there are a lot of fish. But I—

never see them—I don’t know them. My experiences

are heightened 

in importance. All the fish in the ocean live—

and die—sometimes

at night. They just keep

floating. Maybe I

was meant to be some other

type of person
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When I’m at the ocean—I go in it.

I feel different. I feel something—that was missing. It stays

with me—for about one year. Over a year

it fades. When we have sex

after a long time everything—

feels alright

The fish in the sea—invisibly

have no meaning

she says

to you—a man

how can all those

little whale food

fish be

my reincarnated

soul—by myself

I feel—

like a whale

or even
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those ants

in their sand

each one not even

a snack—I mean—an obstacle

We had contact I couldn’t stop—

imagining. A hug or

something. It was more 

intimate than I—

expected

maybe I’m happier

when there’s something

missing—

maybe I love

a tragedy

When I’m hysterical I feel much—

like me—my brain 

is overcome—I can 

do something—I need time 
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to sit and think—how else am I 

supposed to be 

a poet—I mean—potato—a citizen—yes—a phone call

how am I supposed to eat or do the laundry—how does one

make money without hurting

anybody—how does one not hurt

a soul—a fly—a soufflé—how does one eat

a fish—really—

really—how does one 

survive—who’s lucky—who’s

sinking 

what stinks 

in here—what gives—


